
Indoor Banner Stands: 
 Eyecatching and Versatile  

Imagine getting room-sized impact with a convenient, retractable system. Banner stands are a great, portable 
way to highlight your business at trade shows, conferences, conventions and more. All of our banner stands 
are lightweight and easy to transport, and we have a variety of options to suit your needs. Contact Allegra 
today to discover how many ways you can go “big impact” without going “big budget”.

Get noticed with banner stands from Allegra. 

Premium quality stand with heavier base and chrome 
end caps. A very elegant retractable banner display 
system. Clamp style top rail.

Material:  Textile bright fabric
Includes:  Geneva stand, carrying bag 
Graphic Size:  33.5" x 85"
Visible Area:  33.5" x 79"

Premium $329
Mid-range retractable banner stand, created for 
average use. Lightweight, portable and very easy to 
use. Aluminum, anodized in silver colour.

Material:  Textile bright fabric
Includes:  Paris stand, carrying bag 
Graphic Size:  33.5" x 85"
Visible Area:  33.5" x 79"

Standard $259

Super Size 
your banner stand 

for $99 extra

(47.5" wide, premium 

banner only)



255 York Boulevard 
Hamilton, ON  L8R 1Y7
905-528-2999

11 Hughson Street South
Hamilton, ON  L8N 4K2
905-522-0788

www.allegrahamilton.com

Satin textured roll-up film with grey back is an appropriate 
choice for colourful graphics in less demanding situations. 
The durable 9ml weight makes it especially suitable for our 
basic banner stand.

Textile brite fabric has a bright white colour and is designed 
to provide excellent image sharpness and a wide color 
range. It is heavy weight to minimize curling and has a  
fire-retardant coating.

Prices do not include artwork.

Light weight, retractable banner stand, created for 
short term and less demanding display requirements. 
Aluminum, anodized in silver colour.

Material:  Satin textured roll-up film  
with grey back

Includes:  Boost stand, cardboard carrying tube 
Graphic Size:  33.5" x 85"
Visible Area:  33.5" x 79"

Basic $179
Printed on satin textured roll-up film with four eyelet 
corners. Light weight, easy to assemble.

Material:  Textile bright fabric
Includes:  Nylon carrying bag 
Graphic Size:  27.5" x 70.75"
Visible Area:  27.5" x 70.75"

X-Stand $129

Go Big. Go Allegra.


